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"To break the bonds of life's natural law!   To break out,
to break in, to take the Secret by storm!"
No-man watched a soft gust of wind carry the coupled butter-
flies out of sight.
"What I mean is this," the man went on. "All extreme
emotions reach a point where you can't distinguish between
pain and pleasure. The suffering is intense; but something in
you rushes towards the suffering, opens its arms to the suffer-
ing. Now, lad, you must know it is not given to everyone to
feel what I'm talking about. At its intensest it comes when
love and hate are one. It is terrible then. It is a feeling so
terrific that it often ends in madness; but if it doesn't end that
way, it ends in breaking through. You must know, lad, that there
are secrets only revealed to magic. I don't mean physical magic;
I mean spiritual magic. And this kind only comes when the
emotion of love-hate gathers to a point that's terrible. And you
must know too that it only comes when the passion remains
sterile. Any fulfilment dissipates its power. Nothing but un-
fulfilled love, love turned to hate, can beat hard enough upon the
barrier of life, can beat hard enough upon what separates us
from the secret, till it breaks though! It's like despair, lad,
thafs what it's like; it's as strong as despair. Of course it means
abominable pain. I mean mental pain, of course, though there's
a frightened pleasure mixed with it too, and few can endure it.
Mental pain is worse than physical pain; and that is be-
cause	"
Here Dud could stand it no longer. From head to foot he
was trembling with an antagonism that it was impossible to
suppress.
"Physical pain's a hundred times worse," he shouted. "Physi-
cal pain's the supreme evil of life, the only unbearable evil!
Pain in the mind can be overcome by the mind; but pain in the
body is pain in Matter itself. It goes down to the bottom of the
world, down to the roots of nature, down to the stuff out of
which life's created. It's the great enemy of creation: it's worse
than death!"
No sooner had he uttered these words, bellowing them forth
as if his father were standing on the opposite rampart, than he
became aware that he was catching the very rhythm of his
father's tone. He was refuting him, but he was talking to the
wind, just as he did! But, though he knew all this, he seemed

